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		 THE MASTIFF TYPE. Captain Turner wrote: "Entering a Thibet village and being indolently disposed and prompted by mere

curiosity I strolled along among the houses ; and seeing everything still and quiet, I turned into one of the enclosures, which serve as

folds for cattle, the instant I entered the gate to my astonish- ment up started a large dog, big enough, if his courage had been equal to

his size, to fight a lion, and I was a good deal startled at first, but recollecting their cowardly disposition I stood still ; for having once

had one in my possession I knew they were fierce only when they perceived themselves feared. Some people came out of the houses,

and he was soon silenced."Mr. Moorcroft in the account of his journey to Lake Manasarovana, in the i8th century notices the Thibet

dogs as guards to the flocks of the Uniyas and bore testimony to their fierceness and disposition to attack strangers. Some 30 years

ago a Mr. Jolland of Buxshall near Lindfield, Sussex, had a fine specimen presented to him by Mr. Cooper, who endeavouring to

penetrate Thibet from Assam was prevented on entering the boundaries, by a message from the Thibetan authorities, accompanied by

a Thibet mastiff and a dagger for his acceptance, with the intimation that if he advanced it would be at the risk of encountering many

such dogs and weapons. Mr. Cooper had two English bulldogs with him which nearly killed the Thibet mastiff, before they could be

choked off, nearly shaking the life out of him.

		

This specimen somewhat resembled a Newfoundland, but is described as having a wolfish cast of head, his coat was of long thick

black hair, with the usual tan paws, his tail bushy and carried over his back. The dog flew at Mr. Cooper who completely cowed him by

administering a severe thrashing, which has been the Author's experience with the only Asiatic specimen he has ever owned.Mr.

Bennet stated that the Thibet mastiff is bred on the Himalaya mountains, on the borders of Thibet, for the purpose of guarding the

flocks and the women who attend them. They are the watch dogs of the plateau, and guard the women and homesteads while the

Bhotans are away on their trading excursions. Mr. Bennet stated that these dogs are the defenders of almost every considerable

mansion in Thibet and that he had to pass by a row of wooden cages containing a number of them, when on an embassy to the court

of Tesloo Llama in Thibet, and that they were so savage that it was unsafe to approach them.Some years ago I met with a gentlemen

who had seen many of these dogs brought down to Calcutta for sale by the Bhotans, and he said that they resembled Newfoundlands

far more than English mastiffs, and that the heads of all the specimens that he saw were pointed and wolfish. In colour they were

generally of a dusky black, with light tan paws, that some were a kind of dun approaching to fawn, and that they stood not above 27 or

28 inches at shoulder, and in his opinion, had little claim to be considered mastiffs. Subse- quently to this I corresponded with Mr.

Robert Shaw, chief commissioner at Ladak, and I found that he had seen them around Ladak, and his description was very similar to

that given me by the gentlemen whose opinion and statement I have quoted. Dogs of a more distinct mastiff type are found in

Mongolia, some of a silver-grey colour with long hair and fine brush-like stern.Some years ago now I met with two Asiatic mastiffs that

had been brought over from Russia, the one said to be a Siberian was of a dirty white colour, with long coarsish coat, somewhat long

in head, but broad, blunt and sguarc in muzzle, with very small ears, deep but somewhat narrow in body, standing probably some 31

or 32 inches at shoulder with great bone, but very deficient in muscular development compared to good specimens of the English

variety. The other was a lower standing animal, being not more than 29 inches at shoulder, with rounder barrel, short stout limbs, and

one of the most typically mastiff heads I have ever seen eyes remarkably small and grey in colour, the muzzle short blunt and very

deep, lips extremely pendulous, ears very small, co::t short, very dense and somewhat woolly, colour a deep red chestnut, with blue or

slate coloured points, and a white streak up the face, white on breast and paws, stern somewhat thick and brush-like, He had a split

nostril, and the skin instead of being black, was bluish slate colour. That this was a true mastiff colour I was aware from having seen

an English mastiff bitch of exactly the same colour and markings at Lord Stanley's of Alderley in Cheshire. In temper the Russian

(which I purchased) was sullen and ferocious to strangers when on chain, when loose however taking no notice of anyone but his

master, and he was a most undemonstrative and uninteresting animal in disposition.On several occasions he growled ominously at me
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on very slight provocation, on one occasion growling at me I kicked him broadside into his kennel and clapped the door to just in time,

as he rushed at it like a wild beast. On another occasion, losing my temper at his repeated snarling I seized him by the collar and beat

him with my slipper until I was tired, this completely cowed him, he never showed any ill temper towards me personally afterwards and

even grew to be somewhat affectionate, but no one else would he let approach him. He showed the utmost indifference to cold,

preferring sleeping on the hard cold brick floor, to his wooden bench, either with or without bedding.Of recent times Thibet is the only

country that has obtained any notoriety for possessing the Asiatic mastiff in any state of purity, but I am inclined to think that isolated

specimens and little families of the pure breed still exist in those vast regions, stretching from Thibet right into Russia, in fact through

the whole regions of ancient Sarmatia. These Asi- atics are not nearly as muscular as the English breed, and inferior for fighting

purposes, and any further introduction of the Asiatic blood into the English breed, although it might give greater dignity of expression,

more loose skin and wrinkle, and restore the somewhat lost pendulosity of the lip, and perhaps a smaller ear ; would nevertheless

result in failure, as the girth of skull in our English mastiff and bulldog, has been cultivated for generations, and improved by careful

breeding not understood by foreigners, for in breeding domestic animals the English have long possessed talent unrivalled by other

nations. Having thus laid down these generalities I will resume my evidences by saying the earliest and most incontestable proofs we

possess of the origin of the various races of dogs, are the delineations of the animals that existed in the days of early Assyrian,

Egyptian, and Grecian sculpture, and among these we may trace dogs of the mastiff as well as greyhound and other types, existing

centuries before the Christian era. The characteristics are the same to day, as they were when the noble mastiff delighted the eyes of

the Assyrian kings.It will be interesting to my readers to know where they may see for themselves proof of my statements and

arguments based thereon as I proceed and in persuance of this plan I may say there is a fine specimen of the Assyrian mastiff, drawn

from a baked clay bas-relief found in the Birs-i-Nimroud figured in page 164 of a little work entitled " Ruined Cities of Bible Lands," by

Dr. W. K. Tweedie, D. D., it is also figured in the third edition of Nineveh and Persepolis by Mr. Vaux, the bas-relief itself was found by

Henry Rawlinson, and presented by the late Prince Consort to the British Museum. The tail in this specimen is curled over the back,

the same as seen in the Thibetian mastiff, the pug, and delineations of our earlier English mastiffs. It is also worthy of remark that the

Assyrians were always careful to define long hair when it existed, but in this specimen the stern appears free from any roughness,

although so minute are the details that the very fraying at the end of the rope is depicted, the loose skin hangs down the face in

enormous wrinkles or folds, and the lips were extremely pendulous evidently, although the mouth is marked by a slit or line in the usual

conventional form of Assyrian sculpture. The ears are of medium size, chest very deep, and limbs massive, the head short and of

great volumn, and muzzle short and truncated. There is a great similarity between this dog and some of our noted English specimens. 

Further examples of the Assyrian mastiff are figured in " Gleanings from the Natural History of the Ancients," by the Rev. W. Houghton,

and they have more of the European mastiff character about them, and their sterns while carried gaily are not raised above the line of

the level of the back.There is a fine specimen of one of the Assyrian mastiffs figured in Berjeau's work. " The Dog in Old Sculptures,

Paintings, etc.," from a sculpture in the British- Museum. This is a noble example of the breed, reminding me strongly of Taurus 2nd

9339, for some time my property, and one of the very best specimens of his day taking all points into consideration. In the British

Museum is a sculpture showing the use that the Assyrian kings made of these mastiffs. It represents a lion hunt or artificial battue of

lions, in an enclosed park, of Assur ban-i-pal, King of Assyria, who flourished some 640 years B.C. The dogs are held back by men

with a rope, one dog before the lion is at a dead stand, evidently barking, the others showing evident signs of impatience to get at the

royal game. In another part of the museum are models of these hunting dogs of the same monarch, found behind the slabs at

Nineveh, so we see this king was fortunate in possessing both modeller and sculptor, although the artist's names have not been

handed down to us.Darwin in his Animals and Plants under domestication, states that on the tomb of Esarhaddon is figured one of

these Assyrian mastiffs. Esarhaddon (2 Kings xix-37) son and successor of Sennacherib died according to George Smith's Assyria

668 B.C. In his reign the wandering tribes of Cimmerians migrated across the Caucasus ; and Esarhaddon also attacked and subdued

the Medes, and this powerful monarch probably introduced the mastiff from these countries after his conquests. Although he died 668

B.C. his tomb would not be ornamented until the reign of his son Assurbanipal, who we find in possession of many of these mastiffs. In

the " Excelsior Helps in Progress in Religion. Science, and Literature, vol. v, is some mention of these Babylonish dogs. Colonel

Rawlinson (the merits of whose opinion as a judge of the mastiff I am unaware of the value of) was inclined to think that the mastiffs

sculptured on the Assyrian slabs were of the Thibetian breed. But they do not accord in peculiarities of feature with more modern
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specimens of that breed, and I am inclined to think that it is far more likely that these mastiffs sculptured on the Assyrian slabs etc.

were ,i breed which either existed in Assyria itself at that date or else were introduced from Sarmatia, Albania, Hyrcania, or Iberia, or

some of those northern parts of Asia above' Armenia, which we read ot having possessed dogs large, and courageous enough to have

successfully coped with the lion. Moreover they are more like our English mastiff in type than the shaggy mastiff of Thibet, which

always seems more or less to have been crossed with the sheepdog of the country. The mastiff of Turkestan being a small dog, little

better than could be produced by crossing an English mastiff with a Scotch sheep- dog. The Mongolian mastiff (of which Mrs. Assiter

possessed a beautiful specimen exhibited at Maidstone sho\v in 1870, and of which animal I have a lock of hair) is a long woolly

coated animal, which seems characteristic of all the more northern Asiatic animals. However, Col. H. Smith sr.ys " In Persia, where the

rulers were generally descended from tribes of Central Asia, the princes possessed vast hunting packs, as is mentioned by Xenophon.

\Ye find Megasthenes (who flourished about 300 B.C.) the first to notice the true mastiff with drooping ears, these he suggests were

most likely known to the Greeks as the Candarides and Sen, the latter not being Chinese but Afghans of Candah.'ir," but Col. H. Smith

seems to have gone too far north-west- -overlooking the Hyrcanian, from whence in a north-eastern direction, has probably ever been

the cradle of the Asiatic mastiff.Turning from Assyrian to Egyptian sculpture, in the Museum at Boulaq, is a tablet that formerly stood

before the tomb of king Antafaa 2nd, in the valley of the El Assisif at Thebes, on this tablet are figured the four favourite dogs of the

king, and one represents a very perfect mastiff of vast size, this dog has a smaller ear than the Asiatic or Assyrian mastiffs, the head is

short and full, and the muzzle short and truncated, but the latter point not so marked as in the Assyrian. The neck is thick, and breast

deep. Dr. S. Birch, L.L.D. of the British Museum, who kindly sent me his pamphlet containing cuts and particulars of these dogs,

remarks that the mastiff" is a breed rarely represented in the Egyptian sculptures, and from one of the names of the dog in question,

he conjectures it to have been black in colour, and thinks it was probably of the same breed as we see figured on the Assyrian

sculptures. But the talented antiquarian is not sufficiently well versed in the minutiae of canine type, to detect the fact that the dog has

more of the European character, being higher in forehead, and in fact, to use a comprehensive expression being more bulldog-like in

character. The pam- phlet was reprinted from the " Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology vol. iv. 1875," an d besides

containing numerous cuts of dogs, throws great light on the early existence of several known types, as well as the great antiquity of

the love and value for the dog in Egypt. Dr. Birch's remark that the mastiff is but rarely found depicted among the numerous Egyptian

sculptures of the dog is very suggestive that the species does not belong to Africa. Col. H. Smith mentions that in the south-east of

Arabia he was informed there was a race of dogs allied to the mastiff', by its great size and round truncated muzzle, but that the lips

did not overhang the lower jaw, and the ears were semi-erect, the coat fine,He states that this appears to be the breed figured in the

temples of Ceylon, whither the race may have been brought by Arabian navigators. In Stanley's African expedition he heard of vast

dogs used for the purposes of war by the natives. There appeared in The Daily Telegraph of August 10, 1876, page 3, col. 5, mention

that " On the shores of the Victoria in Usukuma he heard of a people far north possessing very large dogs of such fierce nature that

they were often taken to fight against the enemies of their masters." These people he subsequently ascer- ained to be the Wakedi, a

tribe living north of Usoga. In the same issue page 3, col. 6, " Usongora is a great salt field, it is rom all accounts a very land of

wonders," among other things he mentions a breed of very large dogs of extraordinary ferocity. Again in the same paper, issue of Oct.

i5th, 1875, P a S e 5' c l- 4. " All my men had distinguished themselves, even " Bull" my British bulldog had seized one of the Waturu

by the leg and had given him a taste of the power of the sharp canines of the breed. And in col. 6 of the same " I hear strange tales

about the countries on the shores of this lake (Victoria) which make me still more eager to start, one territory is said to possess a

breed of such large dogs that even my mastiffs are quite small compared to them. One of Stanley's mastiffs was presented to him by

the Baroness Burdett Coutts I believe.From the sculptor's art we may learn that the true mastiff has always been confined more or less

to latitudes 20 to 60 north of the equator, and to certain countries. Col. H. Smith states that the Takhti Boustan sculptures and Indian

carvings, paintings, and manuscripts are destitute of the form of the mastiff.Greece, the land of classic song and ennobling art has

never possessed the breed, seemingly. Nothing remains of the work of Praxiteles (except the Apollo Sauroctones) ; his dogs long

since have been lost, along with his famous Cupid and the form of his Phryne as Venus, but as he worked the time resisting bronze

and lasting marble, perhaps in spite of Byron's invective, it is left for some other Pictish Peer to draw down another " Curse of Minerva

" for his canny picking out some model canine guardian of the "Lares." The Athsenian Phidias and his rival Alcamenes have left us r.o

examples of their talent, nor has Sicyonian Polycletus, although reckoned the most skilful among the ancients. But Myron, who so
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excelled in carving animals, that his famous cow, the poets would have us believe imposed on the dewlapped bulls of Thessaly, has

handed down to posterity, one beautiful piece of sculpture, showing plainly the type of the Grecian molossus, which was in the

possession of Lord Feversham, at Buncombe Park, Yorkshire.Turning to the classic writers we enter upon a sea of literature that

requires a skilful pilot to steer clear of the numerous rocks that are liable at every turn to assail us, and the carelessness and

ignorance of later writers on Natural History have greatly added to the mist that hangs over classic lore. The term for the mastiff among

some naturalists, is the molossus, originating with our early writers, who chose to think that the classic writers meant a mastiff, in the

sense we now use the word, whereas the molossus was not in reality a* The Lares were placed on the hearth or beside the door in

private houses. Plutarch tells us the Lares were covered with dogskin, and the image of a dog placed next to them. mastiff. Many

people therefore, erroneously think the word molossus necessarily means a mastiff, whereas the Greeks only became acquainted with

the true mastiff about the time of the Macedonian conquest at 336 B.C., being about 300 years after the breed was cultivated by the

Assyrian kings.History informs us that Molossus was the name of a king of a people living in Epirus, who took the name of Molossi

from him, and the district obtained the name of Molossis, where were the mountains of Selli or Suli. This country became famous for

its dogs as guardians of flock and home- stead, and they were imported to Rome, and became well known under the name of canes

molossi. Grote in his History of Greece Lib. iii. chap. xxiv. page 558, states that the Molossians and Chaonians were two of the

principal nations of Epirus, and that Epirus is essentially a pastoral country, that its shepherd dogs were celebrated through all

antiquity.Of the unmastiff-like type of the Molossian we may learn from Aristotle who says : Of the Laconian dogs, that they were

produced from a cross with the wolf. " Laconic: canes ex vulpe d cane genevantur" Arist. Hist. Animals, Lib. viii. ch. xxviii., and of the

Molossian he says, they differ nothing from the Laconian, but as a guardian of the flocks and herds they are eminent against wild

beasts for size and courage." Lib. ix. ch. i. The difference in the period of gestation between the Lacon- ian and ordinary breeds of

dogs is mentioned in Lib. vi. ch. 20, which goes a long way towards furnishing positive proof that the Laconian and Molossian dogs

were in reality in the opinion of the ancients, the result of a union between some large breed of dog and the wolf. That such a union is

possible has been proved in several instances beyond doubt or dispute, and Buffon in his dissertation on mules (under the Ass)

mentions an instance of a cross between a mongrel mastiff and the wolf. Virgil iii. line 18, mentions Latrante Lycisca and from

Claudian we learn that Francia possessed dogs produced from crossing the dog with the wolf, and without extending these remarks, it

is palpable that the molossus was a dog of wolfish type.Classical writers carelessly or for convenience called any and all dogs

approaching anything like the dogs of Epirus in size or character by the common term molossus. The Rev. \Yatkins in some well

written and interesting notes on the British dogs, published in the Antiquary, shows the molossus was a word soon used in a much

wider sense than its primitive meaning warranted, i.e., a dog belonging to the Molossi. And although Virgil in his Georgics, Lib. iii. line

404, distinguishes between the swift Spartan and fierce Molossian, later writers classed all large dogs under this heading. It is

recorded by /Elian that the Molossi wept over their dogs slain in war, and the effigy of one, slain at the battle of Marathon, was placed

over his master's tomb. M. A. Plautus, the comic poet, who died about 184 B.C., -informs us that the Molossian dogs were house

dogs, and opposed and indifferent to hunting. " Molossi canes parasiti quibus opponantur venatici" Plant, s.c. i. A.I. The word "parasiti"

being used in a satirical sense. In the Dictionary of Ambrosius of Celephini (the 1663 orgth Edition) is a curious collection of Greek

notices of the molossus some of which derive them from the brazen dog made by Vnlcan. My late friend J. W. Thompson (of mastiff

notoriety) nearly led me into a very absurd and never-the-less amusing error over some brazen dogs at Cote- hele House. Mr.

Thompson informed me that he understood that they were very ancient colossal dogs, upwards of four feet high, and beyond doubt

casts of Molossian dogs or mastiffs. I wrote to the Dowager Countess Mount Edgcombe, who very kindly informed me of the error, the"

dogs in question being only ancient brazen fire dogs, upwards of 250 years old, and standing some four feet high. Had I accepted my

late friend's statement without further enquiry, and enlarged upon it in Goldsmith-like style, it would justly have landed me in rather a

brazensmith literary bungle, but I have endeavoured to verify as far as possible the statements I have made use of throughout this

work.De la Barre Duparcq in his work "The Dogs of War" which is in the French, mentions that there are two ancient marble statues in

the Vatican at Rome of the true Molossian dogs, and Col. H. Smith states that in the Vatican collection of Sculpture there is only one

statue of a genuine mastiff. The high state of perfection to which ancient sculptor's attained in representing the dog at a very early date

in its various attitudes and varieties, may be gathered from the fine piece of sculpture (attributed to Myron) at Dtmcombe Park,

Yorkshire, which is a figure of Alcibiade's dog, and it will be remembered Alcibiades died 404 B.C. As a further proof of the perfection
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art had attained and the early existence of certain recognised breeds. In the Hall, of Animals in the Vatican at Rome, is a remarkably

fine statue of a dog of pointer-like form, represented at a dead point, sculptured out of white marble, interspersed with black knots and

veins. This ancient work of art was found under the ruins of a mansion in ancient Rome, the execution is said to be faultless, and the

figure exadlly the same as the pointers used formerly in Spain and Portugal, being remarkably broad across the chest, and stout in the

limbs, with an expansive forehead, and tail docked within a short distance of the root, as was the fashion in Spain and Portugal up to

the present century.Again in Youatts work on the dog are figured some grey- hound puppies, taken from a statue of Aclaeon and dogs,

found in the ruins of the Villa Antonini, near Rome. The dogs of the ancients were generally large and powerful watch dogs, for house

and fold, as Virgil mentions the Amyclean shepherd dog, Georgics Lib. iii. 345. AmyclaB being a city of Laconia, which was famous for

its dogs.From the Ajax of Sophocles, Adi i, scene i, we learn that the Laconian or Spartan dog was a true hound, hunting by scent. I

have not a copy of the original Greek by me, but Adam's translation runs as follows : "And now I will seek thee among the tents of

Ajax, where he keeps the utmost guard, searching and tracing his newly impressed steps, to see whether he is in or not, thy search for

him is certain as a Spartan hounds scent for the game." I mention this fully as it not only proves the existence of the true hound at that

period, but is plainly the source together with some lines in Sir Philip Sydney's Arcadia, from whence Shakespeare derived his hounds

of Theseus in Midsummer Night's Dream, and if the Electra of Sophocles did not more than furnish the skeleton of Hamlet, I am

mistaken. But to return to the subject, classical writers used the word molossians at a later period to embrace the true mastiff and

allied groups, and Dr. Caius, Gesner, Linnaeus, and other naturalists followed the classical jumble. Therefore leaders and translators

should be very guarded how they render molossus as a mastiff, for the true molossian was an erect - eared (altas aure) slate coloured

(glauci) or fawn (fulvus) sw r ift footed wolfish-looking dog, identical or almost so, with the modern Suliot boarhound. A fine sculpture of

the true molossus was found at Pompeii, w r ith the inscription, " Cave Canem," which I would have translators remember.Horace has

well described the breed in his Epodes, ode. vi. lines 5 to 8, and in his Satires, Lib. ii. Sat. vi. It will be seen throughout this work that I

have constantly extracted the history of the mastiff from the writings of the poets, and I may say, poetry is a great instructor of the past,

an honest, an enduring historian, a truthful exponent of every day life of the time it w T as written. The noble sculptures of the past

decay, the efforts of skill and art of the older empires and past times leave only crumbling remains, indistinct through age ; to prove

their existence, and nothing, the work of man's hand has outlasted the creation of man's mind. The productions of the poets still live,

may still be studied with advantage and drawn from, like a never-failing \vell. Rightly were the poets crowned with evergreen, Homer

still speaks fresh and vigorous as in the days of the Calydon boar-hunt, or Actseons tragical fate in pursuit of the stag. So with our later

poets. The world grows older, man does but " Fret and strut his hour upon the stage, and then is seen no more." But they endure, live

and reveal truthful information if wo only consult their oracular mediums. The dusky daughters of Cadmus, The lettered page.

Submitted by gsicard [/html]
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